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Learn what the dictionary tells you about words.
Get Started Now!

THE USAGE PANEL
The Usage Panel is a group of nearly 200 prominent scholars, creative writers, journalists, diplomats, and others in occupations requiring mastery
of language. The Panelists are surveyed annually to gauge the acceptability of particular usages and grammatical constructions.
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NEED HELP SOLVING A CROSSWORD PUZZLE?
Go to our Crossword Puzzle Solver and type in the letters that you know, and the Solver will produce a list of possible solutions.
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There is a technical issue affecting the availability of The American Heritage Dictionary app on the Apple Store.
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our developer has been working on releases that have undergone several rounds of Quality Assurance
Inc.tests with the
o
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recent round required another fix due to the release of iOS7, and it is our hope that the app
will
be back up duringc
first week of
o
October. We apologize for this lengthy delay, and thank you for your continued patience.
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The online searchable American Heritage Dictionary includes definitions, pronunciations, etymologies, and feature notes. For further information,
including the Indo-European Roots Appendix and the Semitic Roots Appendix, you can purchase the dictionary as an iOS or an Android app—or
buy the deluxe printed edition.

Share your ideas for new words and new meanings of old words!
Start Sharing Now!

See word lists from the best-selling 100 Words Series!
Find out more!
sanc·tu·ar·y

(săngk ch -ĕr′ē)
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n. pl. sanc·tu·ar·ies
1.
a. A sacred place, such as a church, temple, or mosque.
b. The holiest part of a sacred place, as the part of a Christian church around the altar.
2.
a. A sacred place, such as a church, in which fugitives formerly were immune to arrest.
b. Immunity to arrest afforded by a sanctuary: sought sanctuary in the church.
c. The condition of being protected or comforted: "Women such as herself tended to ... seek sanctuary in religion" (Paul Scott). See

Synonyms at shelter.
3.
a. A place of refuge or asylum.
b. A reserved area in which birds and other animals, especially wild animals, are protected from hunting or disturbance.

[Middle English, from Old French sainctuarie, from Late Latin sānctuārium, from Latin sānctus, sacred; see SANCTIFY.]
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